Genomic selection (GS) provides an attractive option for accelerating genetic gain in perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.) improvement given the long cycle times of most current breeding programs. The present study used simulation to investigate the level of genetic gain and inbreeding obtained from GS breeding strategies compared with traditional breeding strategies for key traits (persistency, yield, and flowering time). Base population genomes were simulated through random mating for 60,000 generations at an effective population size of 10,000. The degree of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the resulting population was compared with that obtained from empirical studies. Initial parental varieties were simulated to match diversity of current commercial cultivars. Genomic selection was designed to fit into a company breeding program at two selection points in the breeding cycle (spaced plants and miniplot). Genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) for productivity traits were trained with phenotypes and genotypes from plots. Accuracy of GEBVs was 0.24 for persistency and 0.36 for yield for single plants, while for plots it was lower (0.17 and 0.19, respectively). Higher accuracy of GEBVs was obtained for flowering time (up to 0.7), partially as a result of the larger reference population size that was available from the clonal row stage. The availability of GEBVs permit a 4-yr reduction in cycle time, which led to at least a doubling and trebling genetic gain for persistency and yield, respectively, than the traditional program. However, a higher rate of inbreeding per cycle among varieties was also observed for the GS strategy.
genomes were simulated through random mating for 60,000 generations at an effective population size of 10,000. The degree of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the resulting population was compared with that obtained from empirical studies. Initial parental varieties were simulated to match diversity of current commercial cultivars. Genomic selection was designed to fit into a company breeding program at two selection points in the breeding cycle (spaced plants and miniplot). Genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) for productivity traits were trained with phenotypes and genotypes from plots. Accuracy of GEBVs was 0.24 for persistency and 0.36 for yield for single plants, while for plots it was lower (0.17 and 0.19, respectively). Higher accuracy of GEBVs was obtained for flowering time (up to 0.7), partially as a result of the larger reference population size that was available from the clonal row stage. The availability of GEBVs permit a 4-yr reduction in cycle time, which led to at least a doubling and trebling genetic gain for persistency and yield, respectively, than the traditional program. However, a higher rate of inbreeding per cycle among varieties was also observed for the GS strategy. P erennial ryegrass is one of the most important forage crops on a global basis, and it is the dominant temperate pasture grass species in northwest Europe and New Zealand (Humphreys et al., 2010) . In Australia, perennial ryegrass holds the largest share of the forage seed market (>9000 t yr ) (Hayes et al., 2013) . This can be attributed to high digestibility (Evans et al., 2011 , Ulyatt et al., 1988 , good adaptation and persistency in temperate environments, as well as strong grazing tolerance (Wilkins, 1991) .
Recurrent selection is currently the most common strategy employed in ryegrass breeding. Such selection strategies are typically based on phenotypic records from progeny for the key traits and are sometimes combined with pedigree information (Humphreys, 2005) . Another important aspect of forage breeding is that some productivity-associated traits (such as vegetative yield and persistency) can only be reliably measured in swardbased (plot) field trials across multiple years, to account for competition effects among plants, leading to long breeding cycles (12-14 yr cycle −1 ) (Hayes et al., 2013) . One estimate of genetic gain obtained from conventional breeding practice, using estimated breeding values calculated from phenotypes and pedigree, was approximately 7% per decade for yield (Wilkins and Humphreys, 2003) .
Genomic selection is a potential pathway to accelerate genetic gain by reducing the length of the breeding cycle for perennial ryegrass (Hayes et al., 2013 , Lin et al., 2014 , Meuwissen et al., 2001 . Application of GS first requires derivation of a prediction equation using both the phenotypes and genotypes of genome-wide distributed markers (usually based on single-nucleotide polymorphisms [SNPs] ) measured in a reference population. Genomic estimated breeding values can then be calculated for selection candidates on the basis of genotypes only. One of the advantages of GS is that genetic gain can be increased by decreasing the generation interval, as breeding values can be estimated at an early stage (as soon as DNA can be extracted). Dense SNP marker genotypes for ryegrass can be developed with genotyping-bysequencing (GBS) approaches (Byrne et al., 2013 , Elshire et al., 2011 , Shinozuka et al., 2014 .
Breeding programs using GS can be tested by computer simulation before empirical application. Based on genetic principles and parameters informed by empirical data, different breeding strategies can be simulated to predict their respective performance. The potential of GS as compared with conventional breeding has been investigated using stochastic simulations for various plant species, such as barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) (Iwata and Jannink, 2011) , Eucalyptus spp. (Denis and Bouvet, 2013) , and annual allogamous crops (Yabe et al., 2013) . Results from these studies revealed that GS generally achieves more genetic gain than phenotypic selection. In addition, a recent deterministic study has shown the power of GS to increase the genetic improvement of forages under different field trial designs and family structures (Simeão Resende et al., 2014) . For dairy cattle (Bos Taurus), for which GS has perhaps been most successful, computer simulation was first used to demonstrate the benefits of this technology (Meuwissen et al., 2001) .
The main objective of the present study was to investigate the effect on genetic gain and inbreeding levels of applying GS to a commercial-scale perennial ryegrass breeding program using stochastic computer simulation. This was achieved by first simulating a conventional ryegrass phenotype-based breeding program and then simulating potential entry points for GS within the ryegrass breeding program.
Materials and Methods

Simulation Outline
The simulation included the following steps: (i) simulation of ryegrass base population genotypes with segregating SNP and initial ryegrass varieties to establish a breeding pool, (ii) simulation of true breeding values (TBVs) and phenotypes for four traits, and (iii) simulation of both conventional breeding and proposed GSbased programs. The simulations were performed with computer code implemented with the C++ programming language and the R software version 3.0.0 (R Core Development Team, 2013) .
Simulation of the Base Population and Initial Varieties
The simulation of the base population aimed to generate virtual genome structures that match the LD and heterozygosity patterns of ryegrass ecotypes (parameters summarized in Table 1 ). Each individual was initialized as diploid with a simulated genome consisting of seven linkage groups (LGs) with a total genome length of 700 cM (Jones et al., 2002) . A population of 10,000 plants was randomly mated with mutation and recombination for 60,000 generations to achieve a steady state. Initial varieties, which were the founders of the breeding program, were simulated by randomly selecting 1000 individuals from this base population to be randomly mated without mutation for an additional 100 generations. In the initial varieties that formed the breeding pool in Cycle 1, there were at least 72,500 SNPs segregating, with allele frequencies following a U-shaped distribution as expected under neutrality. More details of the simulation to generate the base population and initial varieties can be found in Supplemental Materials.
Simulation of True Breeding Values and Phenotypes for Traits
Four traits were simulated: breeder visual preference (BVP, heritability [h 2 ] = 0.2), flowering time (h 2 = 0.6), persistency (h 2 = 0.1), and yield (h 2 = 0.3) (parameters summarized in Table 2 ). The h 2 of flowering time is based on the results of Wang et al. (2011) , while h 2 of yield is informed by the estimation of total yield in Humphreys (1995) . A recent empirical study estimated the h 2 of 0.3 and 0.6 for dry matter yield and heading date, respectively and randomly placed Generations 60,000 100 J ustification of these parameters
The simulated genomes had comparable LD and heterozygosity to empirical studies (Brazauskas et al., 2011 , Ponting et al., 2007 The simulated varieties had comparable level of diversity to empirical studies ) (Fè et al., 2015b) . Persistency and BVP are both complex traits arising from the interplay of several specific factors (such as disease resistance, regrowth capacity, and grazing tolerance for persistency; general vigor and health condition for BVP), and their actual h 2 are unavailable. Both traits are expected to be significantly affected by environmental effects, and thus low h 2 were assumed. True breeding values for the traits were generated as follows. Trait quantitative trait loci (QTL) allele substitution effects were sampled from a multivariate normal distribution N ~ (0,1). Each trait had 1000 QTL randomly drawn from segregating SNP across the whole genome with minor allele frequency (MAF) >0.05. Five hundred QTL were shared (pleiotropic) across all traits, permitting the simulation of correlated traits. The remaining 500 QTL per trait were unique to each trait. The QTL effects were sampled with a covariance of 0.3 for yield and persistency and 0 for all other pairs of traits. The TBVs for each trait were calculated as follows:
, where G ij is the genotype (taking values of 0, 1, and 2) of individual i at locus j, and a j is the QTL allele substitution effect. The TBV of a plot was approximated as the average TBV across all individuals in the plot.
Phenotypes were simulated for the four traits at their relevant stages (BVP and flowering time in spaced plants and persistency and yield in plots). All QTL effects were assumed to be additive, and h 2 was defined in the narrow sense. Phenotypes were generated by adding a random normal deviate N ~ (0, ) to TBVs. Here, is the residual variance scaled to achieve the chosen h 2 , which was updated by being adjusted to the genetic variance in each breeding cycle stage to keep h 2 constant. In an alternative set of simulations (Supplemental Materials), was kept constant such that heritability could change over time. Each individual or each plot had one error term per phenotype with no correlation of error terms across traits.
Simulation of the Conventional Breeding Program
All stages of a typical 10-yr commercial breeding program are shown in Fig. 1 (left panel) . The breeding program commenced with 100 initial varieties from the base population. Individuals from a pair of varieties (20 individuals per variety) were randomly selected for mating. This resulted in 50 F 1 groups (10,000 individuals in total), which were then randomly mated within each F 1 group to produce the F 2 generation (100,000 individuals in total) allocated to a spaced plant trial. Phenotypes for BVP were simulated, and the 1000 highest-ranking plants based on BVP were selected to be grown in clonal rows. Row-derived BVP and flowering time phenotypes were generated, and the best 400 plants were selected by BVP ranking and grouped into four-parent synthetics (Syn0, 100 groups) by their similarity of the flowering time phenotypes. The Syn0 groups were then polycrossed (Syn1), followed by random mating within each synthetic, as is performed in practice to obtain sufficient seed for miniplot (Syn2) establishment.
Miniplots were selected based on productivity trait phenotypes, persistency, and yield. Half of the plots with superior phenotypes were recruited to replace 50 parental varieties in the next breeding cycle. Thus, at the beginning of each cycle, half of the parental varieties remained from the start of the previous cycle, while the rest were the recruitment of selected miniplots in the previous cycle. This reflected the outcomes of a breeding practice in which elite varieties serve as the starting material for multiple breeding cycles.
The conventional breeding program simulated in the present study included both single trait selection in spaced plants or clonal rows and multiple-trait selection in plots. Single-trait selection involved simple ranking of BVP phenotypes and selection of the individuals or clonal rows with the highest values. Multiple-trait selection considered persistency and yield simultaneously using a selection index. In this instance, phenotypes were standardized for the two traits and combined as follows:
where b 1 and b 2 are the selection index weights for persistency and yield, and X 1 and X 2 are the standardized phenotypes of persistency and yield, respectively. Both b 1 and b 2 were set to 0.5 to achieve standardized emphasis on persistency and yield. The emphasis on yield was still slightly greater as a result of the higher h 2 of this trait.
Simulation of the Proposed Genomic-Selectionbased Breeding Program
The proposed GS-based breeding program was designed to integrate with the current breeding program by replacement of phenotypic selection points with GS ( Fig. 1 , right panel). This GS-based breeding program could predict GEBVs for productivity traits at an early age (seedlings) allowing for immediate selection without waiting for spaced plant and clonal row phenotypes, Residual variance adjusted to keep heritability constant across cycles which can potentially reduce cycle time from 10 to 6 yr as compared with conventional breeding (details of reduced cycle time in discussion).
A key aspect of a GS is the establishment of a reference population, which is used to train prediction equations for traits. In practice, persistency and yield are measured at plot stage to account for competition effects, and thus reference populations for these traits were recruited from this stage. One phenotype and one summary genotype (allele dosage) per plot was generated (similar to Ashraf et al., 2014) . Genotypes for the plots were represented by the allele dosage, which is the mean genotype of a subset individuals per plot and per SNP. Therefore, genotypes were real numbers between 0 and 2, which calculated from allele frequencies, rather than integers 0, 1, or 2. For example if the alleles at a SNP were A and T, with the T designated as the second allele, and the frequency of the T allele was 0.7 in the plot, the allele dosage would be 0.7 ´ 2 = 1.4. Allele dosage or summary genotype was used because each plot contains a large number of individuals each with a different genetic makeup. We investigated how many plants needed to be sampled per plot to approximate the exact plot allele dosage while minimizing the number of genotyped individuals. The correlation of approximated and exact dosage was asymptotic, reaching 0.99 when 20 plants were genotyped and not increasing substantially when more plants genotyped per plot. Thus, every plot was treated as a proxy individual in the reference population with one phenotype and genotypes of mean dosage of 20 plants. More plants may be needed if more precise estimates of mean dosage are required (e.g., for cultivar classification). In contrast to plots, the reference population for flowering time was collected for each individual at the clonal row stage.
Once a reference population has been established and a genomic prediction equation (Eq. [2], as shown below) has been estimated, the potential selection candidates must be identified. One attractive selection point was at the stage of 10,000 F 1 individuals before the F 2 spaced plant trial (Fig. 1, right panel) . A total of 400 out of 10,000 selection candidates were chosen on the basis of genomic predictions for persistency and yield combined with equal emphasis in the selection index (Eq. [1]). Flowering time GEBVs were predicted for these top 400 index-selected plants. This allowed grouping of the four-parent synthetics based on similarity of flowering time GEBVs. Another potential entry point for GS was to select plots with the best GEBVs for persistency and yield (Fig. 1, right panel) . Here, genotypes of the candidate plots were again represented by mean allele dosage of 20 plants per plot. Both the conventional program and the genomic program were conducted with 50 independent replicates (Fig. 2) . The first four cycles of phenotypic selection served as the starting point for both the conventional and GS-based programs in later cycles. Plots and spaced plants from these four cycles also provided the reference population for GS. The data generated is comparable to the scale of a current breeding program with available historical phenotype data and stored seed. Starting in Cycle 5, the phenotypic selection strategy and the GS strategies were run in parallel. The reference populations for the three traits were renewed by adding new phenotypes and genotypes from the relevant stages across cycles. Specifically, the reference for persistency and yield was increased with 100 plots in each cycle. The flowering time references were obtained from the 1000 clonal rows in the first four cycles and the 400 clonal rows from Cycle 5 onward. From Cycle 5, the four-parent synthetics were grouped on the basis of GEBVs only, but their flowering time phenotypes were still generated to renew the reference population for subsequent cycles.
Statistical Analysis
During the 60,000 generations of random mating to establish base populations, LD between neighboring loci, as well as between every other locus pair, were calculated across generations and in the last generation, respectively (Hill and Robertson, 1968) . These values were compared with expected LD with mutation (Tenesa et al., 2007) , and to empirically observed LD in ryegrass. The observed heterozygosity of the base population and the theoretical heterozygosity were compared using five replicates. Here, theoretical heterozygosity was calculated according to Kimura and Crow (1964) . Fixation indices (F st , Hedrick, 2005) were computed for the initial varieties and the plots selected across cycles by sampling genotypes of 60 individuals per population. The F st values were plotted as a neighbor-joining tree using DARwin v6.0 (Perrier and Jacquemoud-Collet, 2006 ) and compared with values observed between ryegrass varieties.
Selections of individual plants in the genomic breeding program were based on the GEBVs estimated by genomic best linear unbiased prediction using the following restricted maximum likelihood model in the ASReml 3.0 model (Gilmour et al., 2009) :
When the observations were on individual plants, y is a vector of individual phenotypes, 1 is a vector of 1s, m is the overall mean, Z is the design matrix assigning individuals to records, g is a vector of random additive genetic effects distributed as N(0, ), where is the genetic variance captured by markers, G is the genomic relationship matrix (Method 1 in VanRaden, 2008) , and e is the error term. When the observations were plots, the model fitted was as above (Eq. [2]), except that G was calculated from genotypes that were the mean allele dosage of 20 plants randomly sampled per plot, and y was a vector of plot observations. Selection accuracy in the genomic breeding program was evaluated as the Pearson correlation between individual GEBVs and TBVs. Genetic gain was investigated by the cumulative genetic standard deviations (s G ) in later cycles after Cycle 4, which were calculated as follows:
where and are the mean TBVs of the top 10 miniplots in Cycle 4 and in later cycles (i = 5, 6, 7, or 8 respectively), and is the standard deviation of the top 10 TBVs at Cycle 4.
Inbreeding was estimated for the parental varieties at the start of the program and for the four-parent synthetics. Genomic relationship matrices (G) were generated (Method 1 in VanRaden, 2008) using the allele frequencies from the parent varieties at Cycle 1 to clearly define a base. Inbreeding coefficients (F) were calculated as diagonal matrix elements of the genomic relationship matrix minus 1 (i.e., G jj − 1) (VanRaden, 2008) . The rates of inbreeding between neighboring cycles were calculated with the following equation (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) :
where F c and F c−1 are the mean inbreeding coefficients of the plants in neighboring cycles.
Results
The amount of LD and heterozygosity of the simulated base population was compared with theoretical expectations and empirical values of ryegrass populations. A LD value of 0.05 for neighboring loci was observed at the 500th generation followed by a gradually increased trend until the 30,000th generation, where LD reaches a plateau of 0.17 (Supplemental Fig. S1a , which was comparable with the value [0.21] calculated based on Tenesa et al., 2007) . The LD with increasing genetic distance is shown in Supplemental Fig. S1b , which reveals that LD declined to almost zero by 2 cM. In addition, the observed heterozygosity was 0.17 across all simulated loci and 0.32 in loci that were segregating at MAF > 0.05, while the theoretical heterozygosity (given the mutation rate and effective population size in the simulation) was 0.28. The genomes of the ryegrass base population were simulated to be similar to the empirical levels of LD reported in the literature (Brazauskas et al., 2011; Ponting et al., 2007) and resulted in a comparable LD pattern of our base populations to these empirical studies (Supplemental Fig. S1b) . The heterozygosity of our simulated populations was slightly below those presented by Brazauskas et al. (2011) (H e = 0.40) among ryegrass subpopulations. These observations suggest that the structures of the simulated genomes were similar to those of actual ryegrass genomes.
The genetic divergence of cultivars at several time points in the breeding programs was investigated using F st and compared with F st divergence of commercial cultivars. Creating starting cultivars based on populations with 1000 individuals and 100 generations of mating matched empirical divergence most closely . More details provided in Supplemental Materials.
The accuracy of GEBVs was evaluated for three different traits. Limited accuracies were achieved for the productivity traits, especially in the first few cycles, for example, 0.14 for persistency and 0.22 for yield in spaced plants in Cycle 5 (the first GS cycle) using only 400 reference plots (Table 3) . As the reference size across cycles increased, so did the accuracy for both traits in spaced plant selection. However, the accuracy of GEBVs from the plot data remained at a nearly constant level (<0.2; Table 3 ) regardless of increased reference size. In addition, prediction was generally more accurate for flowering time (0.6 to 0.7; Table 4) than for yield and persistency as a result of a higher heritability and the larger reference population size.
The genetic gain from GS was substantially greater than from phenotypic selection. A positive trend of cumulative genetic standard deviations of persistency and yield was apparent for both selection methods (Table  5) . As expected, gain for yield was greater than for persistency. Compared with the conventional breeding program, the GS-based program achieved significantly higher genetic gain (based on genetic standard deviations) for both productivity traits (Fig. 3) .
Inbreeding was estimated at two stages for both selection methods, and it was clear that the rate of inbreeding per cycle was substantially higher when using genomic rather than phenotypic selection (Table 6, 7). In some cycles, up to a ninefold increase was observed (e.g., Cycle 7; Table 7 ). For both selection methods, inbreeding coefficients for the initial varieties (Table 6 ) and synthetics (Table 7) gradually increased across cycles. Within each cycle, inbreeding levels were higher in synthetic groups than initial varieties, that is, increased from 0.01 (Table  6 ) to 0.09 (Table 7) within Cycle 3. Once the 50% of plots with superior performance were selected as initial varieties in the next cycle and combined with the remaining initial varieties of the previous cycle, the inbreeding coefficients reverted to lower levels, that is, from 0.09 in Cycle 3 (Table 7) to 0.02 in Cycle 4 (Table 6 ). Hence, the initial varieties were more diverse than synthetic groups throughout the breeding programs. The rate of inbreeding per generation remained very similar within breeding method for both initial varieties and synthetic groups. The initiation of GS in Cycle 5 caused a direct increase in the rate of inbreeding per generation for the initial varieties in Cycle 6 (Table 6 ). However, a significant reduction in inbreeding was observed in the synthetic groups in Cycle 5 when using GS. This reduction was reversed in Cycle 6 when the inbreeding rate for synthetic groups became comparable with the one in initial varieties and it continued to gradually increase over the remaining cycles. 
Discussion
The potential of effects on genetic gain and inbreeding of applying GS in a commercial ryegrass breeding program were investigated in our study using computer simulation. Genomic selection resulted in a significantly larger genetic gain for both productivity traits when compared with phenotypic selection. This was due to shortening the cycle time and because GS more effectively selects individual plants using GEBVs trained in a plot reference population. The accuracy of GEBVs was high for flowering time and moderate for productivity traits with lower h 2 . Inbreeding levels were higher with GS than with phenotypic selection.
Genetic Gain
This study has clearly shown that the application of GS in this commercial ryegrass program would significantly increase genetic gain for both productivity traits. This is due to shortening the breeding cycle (from 10 to 6 yr) as well as selecting productivity traits efficiently in both spaced plants and plots. The reduction in cycle time comes from not growing a spaced plant trial and selecting F 1 seedlings directly to form synthetics as well as selecting miniplots in the first year rather than Year 3. The efficient selection of spaced plants is the largest contributor to the additional genetic gain of GS. In contrast, selection based on BVP in the conventional program at the spaced plant stage is considered to have zero or near zero efficiency for plot productivity traits. The accuracy of predicting productivity trait GEBVs of spaced plants using a reference population from plots is essentially equivalent to having a genetic correlation between spaced plant and plot traits, making it an immensely powerful tool to increase genetic gain.
We confirmed the scale of the additional genetic gain by comparing it with the expected response of selection: (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) . As shown in Fig. 3 , at the 20-yr time point, the cumulative genetic gains of GS for yield was approximately six times greater than the one achieved with phenotypic selection. In the conventional program, effective selection was only applied in plots (DG exp_phenotypic = G exp_plots ). In this case, r is the squared root of h 2 , i is the selection intensity of 50 out of 100 plots, s TBV is the standard deviation of plot TBVs at Cycle 6 (10 yr per cycle ´ 2 cycles away from Cycle 4 = 20 yr), and L is generation interval of 10 yr. Genomic selection enabled selection for productivity at both the spaced plant and plot stages leading to DG exp_genomic = DG exp_plots + DG exp_spaced_plants , where r and s TBV are the genomic selection accuracies and standard deviations of TBVs in the relevant stages of Cycle 7 (6 yr per cycle ´ 3 cycles away from Cycle 4 = 18 yr, used as proxy of 20 yr), i is the same as above in plots while in spaced plants 400 out of 10,000 plants were selected, and L is 6 yr. The expected gain of DG exp_phenotypic = 0.4 and DG exp_genomic = 2.4 at 20 yr after the initiation of GS, which clearly demonstrates that DG exp_genomic was exactly six times larger than DG exp_phenotypic .
The genetic gain achieved in the present study should be viewed as relative comparisons of breeding strategies rather than absolute estimates. For example, it seems more relevant that GS results in triple the genetic gain at Year 10 when compared with phenotypic selection (Fig. 3) rather than the actual gain of GS of approximately 1.1 genetic standard deviations. Hence, if we assume 7% of genetic gain per decade for yield (Wilkins and Humphreys, 2003) , which is arguably a high estimate of current genetic gain, GS could potentially deliver 21% genetic gain.
Iwata and Jannink (2011) investigated the performance of GS against phenotypic selection under singletrait selection using computer simulation and found that larger levels of gain could be achieved for the less heritable traits. In contrast, the present study revealed that larger gains were achieved for the traits with higher h 2 (yield, in our case) under multitrait selection. This likely is due to a slightly higher emphasis on yield in our two-trait index.
Simulation of Quantitative Trait Loci and Phenotypes for Traits
In our simulations, we had to make assumptions regarding the number of QTL affecting the traits. The number of QTL affecting ryegrass traits is largely unknown. However, it is highly likely that complex traits, such as yield, persistency, and herbage quality, are due to many QTL with moderate to small effects. In the case of herbage quality, most traits are likely to be determined by a large amount of candidate genes Shinozuka et al., 2012) . Therefore, 1000 QTL per trait were simulated for all four traits. This is a higher number than other plant breeding simulations (e.g. Bernardo and Yu, 2007) but likely a more realistic one. Experience in animal populations has shown that simulating many QTL yields results that are much closer to empirical values (Daetwyler et al., 2013) . In addition, the number of pleiotropic QTL that contribute toward the genetic correlation of traits is also largely unknown. Simulation of correlated traits requires an arbitrary assumption on the proportion of loci that are pleiotropic. Some published multitrait simulation studies have assumed that all loci are pleiotropic (e.g., Jia and Jannink, 2012), while others have assumed 50% of QTL to be pleiotropic (e.g., this study and Guo et al., 2014) . Neither is likely to be correct; however, the later choice is more likely.
Flowering time has been categorized as having few QTL with large effects in previous empirical studies (e.g., Barre et al., 2009; Studer et al., 2008) . However, these QTL studies were all based on few markers and none of the QTL have been validated across studies. In addition, because of the methods used, such QTL effects are likely to be overestimated because of the Beavis effect (Beavis, 1998) or may only exist in specific families or environments (Shinozuka et al., 2012) . Taken together, it is likely that large flowering-time mutations do exist, but it is also likely that many smaller flowering-time QTL have remained undetected as a result of inadequate power. Our choice of simulating 1000 QTL for flowering time is unlikely to affect the genetic gain estimates for productivity traits, as flowering time similarity was only used to group synthetic parents and because flowering time had no correlation to other traits.
One limitation in our simulations was that the base populations were simulated without selection, and QTL were sampled from loci with >0.05 MAF. In real populations, QTL may be under natural selection, particularly if they affect fitness traits like persistency. However, the first four cycles of phenotypic selection generated starting varieties for GS and phenotypic strategies in later cycles provided selection pressure for both productivity traits. We additionally tested a set of QTL sampled with <0.1 MAF assuming that selected QTL would be at lower frequency than neutral loci. More detail is provided in Supplemental Materials. In summary, the genetic gain with phenotypic selection was slightly reduced in the short term and slightly increased in the long term. In contrast, the genetic gain from genomic selection was less affected by QTL MAF. Our results indicate that generating a base population without natural selection pressure has marginal effects on the genetic gain of GS.
Genetic correlations between traits were carefully considered and explored before simulation, because such correlations may have favorable or unfavorable effects on selections of other traits. In conventional breeding, BVP is a measure of general performance of spaced plants. To our knowledge, few published studies have investigated the correlation between observed performance in spaced plants and actual yield in plots (Foster, 1973; Hayward and Vivero, 1984) . In one study, the values varied significantly (−0.69 to 0.46) (Hayward and Vivero, 1984) . For determining the specific value of this correlation to be applied in our simulations, three levels of correlations, from none (0), small (0.1), to large (0.3), were tested in one cycle of the phenotypic breeding program. The scenario of 0 genetic correlation delivered ~10% genetic gain per decade for yield, which was the closest value to ~7% reported in empirical study (Wilkins and Humphreys, 2003) (the other two with higher than 0 correlations resulted in unrealistically high gain). Thus, genetic correlation of 0 between BVP in spaced plants and yield in plots was chosen for all simulations. No published studies have investigated the genetic correlations between other traits. Thus, only a moderate correlation was assumed between yield and persistency (0.3), and no correlation was assumed for all other trait pairs. More research is needed to determine the genetic correlation of yield in spaced plants vs. plots. If this correlation is indeed greater than 0, then the gain from phenotypic selection would be larger, and in turn, the relative additional gain from genomic selection would be reduced. However, rather than rely on, at best, unreliable correlations between observations of spaced plants and plot yield, we have clearly shown that using plot phenotypes as reference in genomic selection to predict GEBVs and select spaced plants for plot yield is a reliable option to increase genetic gain.
Phenotypes were simulated using constant h 2 across all breeding cycles in our simulation. Simulations of phenotypes can be performed either with constant h 2 or constant (environmental variance). Neither of these assumptions fully represent reality. It is known that the Bulmer effect (Bulmer, 1971) reduces the genetic variance (and thus h 2 ) as a result of selection. However, is also likely to change across generations and environments. We explored the sensitivity of our analyses to constant vs. constant h 2 by simulating an additional GS scenario with a constant across the entire program. Detailed results are presented in Supplemental Materials and Supplemental Table S2a and S2b. Briefly, h 2 remained almost constant for persistency but was reduced for yield across cycles. Genetic gain was increased for persistency and reduced for yield when compared with the scenario with constant h 2 in the main manuscript. This may have been due, in part, to a reweighting of the index in favor of persistency again likely a result of a greater reduction in h 2 for yield. However, there was not a significant difference in genetic gain for yield between the two simulation strategies. In addition, the main conclusion of this study that GS results in significantly more genetic gain than phenotypic selection remained unchanged.
The Commercial and Proposed GenomicSelection-Based Breeding Program
The conventional ryegrass breeding program simulated in our study is used commercially (Fig. 1, left panel) . Generally, in this breeding program, a large amount of F 2 seed from initial variety crosses is grown in a spaced plant trial. Plants with better visual performance in the spaced plant trial are selected and grown in clonal rows, where they are again visually assessed. The best clonal rows are selected, grouped by similar flowering time to ensure pollination within four-parent synthetic families. Seeds bulked up from each synthetic family are grown in miniplots, where the traits of interests (e.g., persistency and yield) are measured, and plots with better ranking of trait phenotypes are recruited in the next breeding cycle or, after further testing, released to market. These exact procedures and comparable number of plants or plots in each step were simulated in our study.
Including GS in conventional perennial ryegrass breeding programs requires the consideration of reference population recruitment. As mentioned in introduction, phenotypes of productivity traits can only be reliably measured in sward trial. Thus, the reference population for productive traits was designed to be recruited from plots in our study, with the consequent limitation that reference size was restricted as a result of limited plot number. In contrast, the reference population for flowering time was constructed using genotypes from single individuals in clonal row observation, and much larger reference populations could be compiled for this trait in this breeding stage.
The aim of the proposed GS-based program, in brief, is to replace the visual assessment in spaced plants and the phenotypic ranking in plots with selection based on GEBVs. Using GS, selection of persistency and yield can be conducted for seedlings at the F 1 stage, removing the need for growing F 2 plants in a spaced plant nursery. Here, the additive effects were predicted only from the training population of Syn2 plots, so no consideration needs to be given to heterosis. The chosen selection candidates were then also predicted and grouped by their flowering time GEBVs. Seedlings could therefore be directly allocated to four-parent Syn0 groups without loss of time, because of growth in spaced plants and clonal designs, shortening the breeding cycle by 3 yr as compared with the conventional program. However, reference populations for flowering time relevant for future cycles must be retained, and so all selected seedlings were therefore assumed to be grown in clonal rows to measure the flowering time phenotypes. Genomic prediction was also used to select the miniplots with best GEBVs instead of ranking by phenotypes at this selection stage. This allows mini-plots to be selected in year 1, potentially saving multiple years of growth before making decisions on which synthetic family to be advanced to comprehensive variety release testing. In total, the cycle time of a GS-based program could potentially be reduced to 6 yr. Additional decreases in breeding cycles may be possible with more accelerated schemes (e.g., Hayes et al., 2013; Iwata and Jannink, 2011; Yabe et al., 2013) .
Accuracy of Genomic Estimated Breeding Values
The accuracy of GS for persistency and yield was low, which is expected as it commenced with 400 reference plots in Cycle 5. Increasing the reference population size should increase the accuracy achieved (Albrecht et al., 2011; Daetwyler et al., 2010) . With the increase of the reference size (new plots being recruited in every cycle), the prediction accuracy for productivity traits increased steadily in spaced plants, while remaining approximately constant at 0.2 in plot trial across cycles (Table 3 ). The use of mean dosage as a genotyping unit per plot is expected to decrease the achievable accuracy in genomic prediction. The reason is the association of phenotype with mean allele dosage per plot is expected to be less than the association of one phenotype with its individual genotype. The calculation of the mean dosage results in a loss of resolution because the variance of genotypes within the plot population is lost. Additionally, the parents of the plots are actually heavily selected from spaced plants in the GS scheme, and therefore, the plot phenotypes represent an upper portion of the distribution, which could also lead to a lower correlation between GEBVs and TBVs in the plot selection stage (Bijma, 2012) . In this case, even larger reference populations are required to obtain significant improvements for the accuracy for predicting plot performance.
In the proposed GS breeding program the reference population was updated in each breeding cycle. This retains the genomic relationship between reference population and selection candidates (i.e., higher probability of SNP being in LD with QTL resulting in better prediction), which is necessary to achieve usable prediction accuracy. Without these updates to the reference population, the accuracy of prediction would deteriorate after a few cycles. This was confirmed by several studies that have investigated the frequency of reference population updates and their effect on genetic gain (e.g., Yabe et al., 2013) . Clearly, such regular recruitment of new reference mini-plots results in extra cost for phenotyping, which may affect the economic argument for GS. However, considering the balance between phenotyping cost and economic benefits from higher genetic gain, keeping prediction model updated across cycles is likely to be a useful and sustainable way to use GS for ryegrass breeding. Especially because, in practice, it is highly likely that miniplots would still be grown for cultivar evaluation before advancing them toward market release. As they would already be genotyped, it is simple and effective to use them for increased genomic prediction accuracy.
In the present study a reference population comprised of individual genotypes was only considered for flowering time. The accuracy of genomic prediction achieved for this trait was high (up to 0.7), as the reference population was much larger than the plot-based counterpart, the trait had high h 2 , and the assessment was made of individually genotyped plants. A comparable accuracy (0.64) was found for the same trait in an empirical study, which evaluated in a fivefold cross validations with ~9000 SNPs on 137 individuals from one cultivar (Daetwyler et al., 2015) . Using high-density makers from GBS, Fè et al. (2015a) obtained an even higher selection accuracy (0.93) of heading dates for 127 synthetic families with 1791 F 2 training families. These observations indicate a significant opportunity for genetic improvement of traits that can be reliably measured in spaced plants (e.g., water soluble carbohydrate content). Reference populations would be easier and less costly for collection from spaced plants or clonal rows, especially if phenotypic assessment could be performed with high-throughput methods .
Inbreeding
Overall, the inbreeding rate per cycle for GS was higher than for the conventional program (e.g., up to ninefold higher in Cycle 7; Table 7 ). Inbreeding coefficients reduced substantially (rate of inbreeding = −0.082) when GS was used for the first time (Cycle 5) to select F 1 plants as compared with Cycle 4. This reduction was not observed in the initial varieties for Cycle 6 or for phenotypic selection. Selection pressure on spaced plants in Cycle 5 under proposed genomic breeding strategy was based on GEBVs for yield and persistency, while in previous cycles it was based on phenotypic measurements of a completely different trait (BVP). Closer investigation revealed that GS selected a very different set of spaced plants than phenotypic selection to form synthetics (only a mean of 14 plants in common between strategies across replicates) and the rate of inbreeding reflects that this set was also quite genetically different to the phenotypically selected set of the previous cycle. In the next cycle, the rate of inbreeding from GS had increased to be substantially higher than in phenotypic selection and remained so for the duration of the breeding program.
Our results suggest that control of the extent of inbreeding should be considered in GS-based ryegrass breeding programs. One such method is optimum contribution selection, which aims to maximize genetic gain while restricting the rate of inbreeding per cycle (Meuwissen, 1997) . Controls of inbreeding using this method will probably come at a cost of marginally reduced genetic gain in the short term, while delivering higher gain in the long term (Henryon et al., 2015) . As a consequence, management of inbreeding levels would be prudent when using GS in perennial ryegrass breeding.
Conclusions
The present simulation study has demonstrated the potential for GS to substantially increase genetic gain, as compared with phenotypic selection, when applied at the scale and under the design constraints of a commercial ryegrass breeding program. This increased genetic gain resulted from a shortened breeding cycle and effective selection of spaced plants for plot productivity traits. While the accuracy obtained in spaced plants was moderate, the selection accuracy achieved at the plot stage was lower. Further research is needed to determine the reasons for the lack of increasing accuracy achieved from increased plot reference population size as well as to investigate additional ways to summarize plot-derived genotypes in the genomic prediction context. Moreover, GS resulted in greater inbreeding levels than phenotypic selection, indicating that active methods to simultaneously manage inbreeding and genetic gain will be required.
